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We consider the self-adjoint analytic family of operators N(z) in La(P) 
defined for z E S, = {z 11 Arg z / < a), associated with the operator H = 
H(1) = H0 + V’, where H,, = --d and V is a dilation-analytic short-range 
potential. The analytic connection between the local wave and scattering 
operators associated with the operators H(P) is established. The scattering 
matrix S(p) of H has a meromorphic continuation S(z) to S, with poles precisely 
at the resolvent resonances of H, and the local scattering operators of e-2*wH(eiv) 
have representations in terms of the analytically continued scattering matrix 
S(pe‘@). 
INTRODUCTION 
We consider a two-body Schrijdinger operator H = Ho + V, where Ho = k2 
and V is a dilation-analytic short-range interaction corresponding in the case of 
a multiplicative potential in configuration space to a function V(r) decaying faster 
than r-1-e at 00. Dilationanalytic interactions were studied in [2, 51 and in 
the complex dynamical variables version of van Winter [15]. In [5], a self- 
adjoint analytic family H(x) is associated with H, where z varies over a sector 
S = {peiG / p E R+, --01< 9) < LX}. In the momentum representation, the spectrum 
of H(z) consists of the half-line ezim Rf, and the p-independent discrete spectrum 
Us), conveniently divided into its real part udr(p)), coinciding with the set of 
nonzero eigenvalues of H, and its nonreal part udc(rp), contained in the sector 
bounded by Rf and ezivR+ and otherwise v-independent. The set of resonances 
~43 = C--a<Q<,, ad”(p)) plays an important role in this investigation. 
The purpose of the present paper is to formulate the scattering theory of the 
operators H(y) == ecziaH(eia) and to establish the related basic analyticity 
properties. We make use of the stationary scattering theory developed by Kato, 
Kuroda, Agmon, and others. In particular, we apply the limiting absorption 
principle based on Agmon’s estimates in weighted Sobolev spaces [l, IO] to 
the pair of operators (H,, , H). On the other hand, we apply the scattering theory 
for non-self-adjoint operators to the pair (H,, , H(v)) for q~ # 0. This theory 
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goes back to the fundamental paper of Kato [8] introducing the concept of 
smooth perturbations. It was generalized by Lavine [11] to locally smooth 
perturbations. Recently it was utilized by Kako and Yajima [7] to prove existence 
and completeness of local wave operators for the pair (H,, , H,, + V), where V 
is a nonsymmetric short-range interaction. The local wave operators are con- 
structed for every precompact Bore1 set away from a certain exceptional set of 
singular points. In contrast to the theory of self-adjoint operators, however, 
this singular set is only known to be closed set of measure zero. 
Utilizing the analytic theory, it is possible to give a rather simple treatment 
of the singular points also for v # 0. In Section 2 it is shown that the singular 
points for H(v) are precisely the resonances on the half-line ezimR+, and that 
these are “one-sided” singularities, i.e., singular points only on that side of the 
cut which borders to the sector containing resonances (Lemma 2.4). As a 
consequence, the operator H(eiQ) has no eigenvalues on the half-line e2imR+ 
(Corollary 2.7). 
In Section 3 we formulate the scattering theory of the operators H(v) and 
prove that the inverse local wave operators are in a certain sense analytic con- 
tinuations of the local adjoint wave operators of H (Theorem 3.1). 
In Section 4 we study the S-matrices S(a) = S(peim) of the operators H(p) 
at the nonsingular points p E R+. It is proved that S(z) is a meromorphic function 
in S, , where I - S(z) is a compact operator in Lz(Q) and S(a)* = S-l(%) 
(Theorem 4.1). Moreover, the nonreal poles of S(z) are precisely the points 
h E S such that h2 is a resonance, and the resonance eigenspace is isomorphic to 
the null space of S-l(x) (Theorem 4.3). 
These results have been established in the case of exponentially decaying 
potentials by Shenk and Thoe [13]. Using local distortion techniques, the 
unitarity of the S-matrix as well as the existence of a meromorphic continuation 
with poles at most at resonances was proved in [4] for interactions of the type 
pJTUe-W , where U maps the Sobolev space H+l compactly into H-l. In the 
same context, Jensen [6] identified the poles of the S-matrix with the resolvent 
resonances. Theorem 4.3, the proof of which is similar in structure to that of 
the theorem of [6], thus generalizes that theorem with respect to the range of 
the potential, whereas smoothness assumptions are minimal in the distortion- 
analytic case. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let R” denote m-dimensional Euclidean space and Q the unit sphere in Rm, 
m > 1, and let R+ = (0, cc), Z+ = [0, m). We denote by h the Hilbert space 
L2(Q) with the usual inner product. The weighted &-space Lza = Ho,” = 
H”~a(RR,) is defined for OL E R by 
H”,“(Rm) = {f j (1 +- ~“)“‘“~EL~(R~)} 
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with the norm 
llf;lo,a = !I(1 + ~2)a’2fllL2 *
The Sobolev space Hs = H”(P) is defined for s E R by 
H”(R”‘) = {f 1 Sj eL,“(R”)} 
with the norm 
llflls = II mi0.s 9 
where R is the Fourier transform in the space of tempered distributions on R”. 
The weighted Sobolev spaces H 8.01 = H”~“(R”) are defined for s, 01 E R by 
H”*“(R”) = {f j (1 + r’)a/zf~ HS(R”)) 
with the norm 
IlfllS,~ = IW + ~2)?flls * 
For s a positive integer, 
HQ = {f 1 DUE L2e for all 1 j3 1 < s} 
and 
l~flib,ol N ) c iI mi,.~‘12. 
(lM<S 
We denote by 2 the basic Hilbert space H”*O = L,(R”“). 
The mappings 9 and 9-r are continuous from Hs*a to HE** for all s and 01. 
A proof of this is found in the Appendix for certain values of s and 01 for which 
it will be applied here. 
For any pair of Hilbert spaces Zr, s2, we denote by g(Zr, #s) the space of 
bounded linear operators from tiI into 2s with the operator norm topology and 
by GZ(#r , X2) the subspace of all compact operators. 
The trace operator y(p) E B(Hs, h) is defined for s > 3, p E R+ by continuous 
extension of the operator y(p) 1 CO~(RnL) given by 
?+)f = fh .), 
Moreover, y(p) is a norm-continuous function of p E R+. For a proof of this we 
refer to [12, p. 441. 
The dilation operator U(p) is defined for p E Rf on H**e, s, 01 E R by 
(U(f)fF) = f”‘%d* (1.1) 
Considered as operators on 2, the U(p) f orm a unitary representation of 
(R+, .) on 3’. 
The operators y(p) and U(p) are connected by 
Y(P) = f-“‘2r(l) U(P)- (1.2) 
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For 01 > 0, let S, denote the angular region 
S, = {z = peiq 1 p E R+, ---a < v < a>. 
A vector f E 8 is said to be &-analytic, if the function f, = U(p)f from R+ 
to X has an analytic extension fi to x E S, . It was shown in [3] that f is S,- 
analytic if and only if the function f (p, .) from Rf to h has an analytic extension 
to x E S, such that f (pei”) e&(0, co; h; pm-i) for all v E (-01, 01), and f&p, .) = 
f (pet”). The space of &-analytic vectors f is denoted by dE . The space &. is 
dense in Z? and a fortiori in HS, s < 0. 
The free Hamiltonian Ho is the maximal operator in Z of multiplication by k2, 
H,f = k2f for f e B(H,) = HO.2. 
In what follows we fix OT < 3rj2 and set S = S, . 
The interaction V is an operator satisfying the following conditions. 
(A.l) There exists s > i, such that 
v = (1 - A)-“NV(1 - 4)-S/2, 
where W is a symmetric operator in Z with the properties 9(W) > H”s2 and 
(i) WE %‘(H”s2, &‘), 
(ii) WE V(HSs2, Hs). 
(A.2) The operator-valued function W(p) defined for p E R+ by W(p) = 
44 Ww+) l-l as an analytic extension W(x) to S considered as a function 
such that 
(i) W(z) E %‘(H”*2, Z), 
(ii) W(x) E V(H8s2, Hs). 
EXAMPLES. By Lemma Al, Proof (2b), condition (A.l) is equivalent to 
p = (1 + ,2)-SPW(l + y/2 
with 
l% E %(H2, 2) n %‘(H2.s, HO,“) 
in configuration space, where I@ = P-lWF. This is an extension to operators, 
which are not necessarily multiplicative, of Agmon’s condition (SR) (cf. [l, IO]). 
We refer to [3] for a discussion of condition (A.2) and to [4] for references on 
compactness. 
Conditions (A.l) and (A.2) are both satisfied by V, if P is the maximal 
multiplication operator corresponding to a real-valued function V(Y, w), such 
that ZI(Y, .) is the restriction to R+ of an analytic function V(Z) from S to h satis- 
fying for some constants C, E > 0 the conditions 
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(i) I] I’((pei+‘)llh < C’P~~+~ for p E (0, I), IJI E (-01, LX), where a = min(2, 
m/2}, and 
(ii) jl V(peim)lj, < Q--1--E for p E [l, co), v E (--a, a). 
First-order differential operators of the form i-‘(S(Y, W) . V + V . 6(r, w)) may 
also be included in P provided the real-valued coefficients bi(r, .) are restrictions 
to R+ of analytic functions hi(z) f rom S to 6, which satisfy (ii) and 
(i’) // bi(pei~)ll < C’P-~+~ for p E [l, co), q~ E (-CL, a) 
except for m = 1, where p-l+ is replaced by p-f+<. 
The operator-valued function 
V(p) = U(p) VU(p-1) = (I - p-Ql-WIqp)(l - p-U-S’” 
has the analytic extension, 
V(z) = (1 - z-“0)~“Wqz)( 1 - .+d))@, 
to S, where 
(1 - z-2&s/2 = F-1(1 - z-2r2)--s/29, 
and (1 - z~2r2)-s/2 is the analytic continuation of (1 - p-2r2)-S/2 to S. Since 
cy < n/2, the operator (1 - z-24)-s/2 h as the same mapping properties as 
(1 - 4)-5/2 to be given explicitly below. 
Condition (A.l)(ii) implies that v is H,,-c-bounded, so we can define the 
Schrbdinger operator H by 
H = H,, + V, 9(H) = @Ho). 
Moreover, since V is symmetric, the operator H is self-adjoint by the Rellich- 
Kato criterion. 
Condition (A.2)(i) on the operators V(z) implies that V(z) is H,,(z)-c-bounded, 
so the operators H(z) defined by 
H(z) = H,(x) + V(z) = z2H,, + V(z) 
are closed on the common domain 9(H,,) = H”v2 and form a self-adjoint 
analytic family in S (cf. [9]), such that 
H(P) = u(f) ff4-‘). 
Remark. The condition a: < 7r’/2 is not essential. If the natural analyticity 
angle of V(z) is (Y = n-/2k the operators (1 - z-24)-s/2 and (1 + z~P-~)-~/~ to be 
introduced later can be replaced by (1 - zp2k dk)--s/2k and (1 f z2kr2k)-1/2k, 
and if 01 = co, this can be done for every k > 0. 
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2. RESONANCES AND SINGULAR POINTS 
In this section we study certain fundamental properties of the operators H(z). 
Since 
H(peim) = U(p) H(eiq) U(p-l), 
these properties are independent of p E R+. 
The basic result on the spectra of these operators established in [2, 51 is the 
following 
LEMMA 2.1. For q~ # 0, the spectrum of H(peim) consists of: 
(i) the essential spectrum a,(v) = ezimRf; 
(ii) the y-independent real discrete spectrum ad?(~), consisting of a bounded 
set of isolated Jinite-dimensional eigenvalues accumulating at most at 0, and 
coinciding with the nonxero point spectrum op of H; 
(iii) the nonreal discrete spectrum udc(~), consisting of a bounded set of isolated, 
finite-dimensional eigenvalues contained in the open sector bounded by the half-lines 
i?+ and e2im#+ and within this restriction independent of cp. 
DEFINITION. The set 9 of resonances of H is defined as 
We set 
Moreover, 
32 = (<EC 1 [EB}. 
UP + = CT,, n R+. 
%?1/2 = (2 E s 1 22 E sz?}, 
sw = {ZE s / Z2E.!2}, 
(a#2 = {z E R+ I z2 E CT,‘}. 
We factorize V as follows: 
v = A”B 
where 
and 
A* z v(1 - 43/“(1 $- y2)--1/z c (1 - d)-sPW(l + ,2)-1/z 
B r (1 + r”)‘l”(l - +-sP 
It follows from assumption (A.l)(i) and L emma A.2(2) (see the Appendix) that 
A* j H”J E W(HOJ, H”,O) (2.1) 
and 
B / H-S,2 E .@(H-s,~, H”J). (2.2) 
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By assumption (A.2), the function A*(p) = U@)A * U(p-‘) from R+ to V(HOJ, 
HS*O) has the analytic extension A*(z) to S given by 
A*(z) = V(z)(l - x-q/2(1 + ,&2)-i/2 = (1 - z-U-+I@)(1 + 2%2)-112 
Also, the function B(p) = U(p)‘BU(p-l) from R+- to a(H-S*2, HOJ) has the 
analytic extension B(z) to S given by 
B(z) = (1 + .&2)1ql - 2-2&s/2. 
Thus, we have the analytic functions 
A*(z) 1 HOJ E %?(HOJ, H”*O) 
and 
(2.3) 
B(x) 1 H+v2 E L%‘(H-~~~, HOJ). (2.4) 
Condition (A.2)(i) on W implies that 
W(x) E 9?(H”J, Ho*-l). (2.5) 
A proof of this can be found in [14, Theorem I]. It follows from this and 
Lemma A.2(3) and (4), that 
A*(x) 1 ~‘8’ E U(S, H”.-I). (2.6) 
Also, 
B(z) I c# E LQH-~J, SF’), (2.7) 
and A*(x) and B(z) are analytic from S into %(&?, Hs*-1) and Lif(H-~*1,8) 
respectively. 
The operators A*(z) and B(z) can also be considered as closed, densely 
defined operators in X on their maximal domains. The adjoints A(z) and B*(z) 
are given by 
and 
A(x) = (1 + x”r”)‘l”W*(Z)(l - ,Pd)-SP 
B*(x) = (I - 2-24)~S/2(1 + ~2,2)W. 
The operator A(z) has a natural extension to H-s.1 which can be identified 
with the dual of A*(z) E a’(%, H”*-1) with respect to the inner product in 2, 
A(x) j H-sJ E L~I(H-~J, 2’). (2.8) 
Similarly, from (2.4) we get 
B*(z) 1 2 E B(&‘, H”s-l). (2.9) 
We consider the family of symmetrized Lippman-Schwinger operators Q(a, 5) 
,defined for z E S, 5 $ e2%i?+ by 
Q(z, 4) = B(z) Ro(z, 5) A*(x) = B(z)(Ho - z-~{)-%-~A*(z) 
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The function R,(z, 5) is an analytic function of 5 in C\{eziqR+} with values in 
a(%, Ho,2) as well as in @P-r, H”vl) and a fortiori in g(IP*O, H-s*2) as well 
as in g(EP-l, H-“J). It then follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that 
Q(z, 5) E e:(HO? (2.10) 
and from (2.6) and (2.7) that 
Q(z, 5) E g(z), (2.11) 
and Q(z, 5) is analytic in C\{e2iWR+} with values in %?(HOJ) as well as in %?(&Y). 
DEFINITION. For X $ e2iai?+, the null space of 1 + Q(z, h) E %+%‘) is denoted 
by &‘(A), the null space of 1 + Q(z, X) E V(HOJ) by MI(h) and the null space 
of H(x) - h by J’-(H(z) - h). 
LEMMA 2.2. N(A) # (0) if and only if A E ud(v) and 
dqX) = J-(A) = B(z).N(H(z) - A). 
Proof. Suppose first that h 6 e2imi?+ and M(h) # {0}, and let f~ 8, f # 0 
satisfy 
(1 + Qk, Wf = 0 (2.12) 
or 
f + (1 + z2r2p2( 1 - 2-24)-@Ro(z, X) A*(z)f = 0. (2.13) 
Since R,(z, h) E B(HS~~r, HSsl), it follows from (2.5), (2.13), and Lemma A.2(3) 
and (5) that f E H2” C H1. 
Setting 
f = m4g, (2.14) 
we obtain from (2.13) and Lemma A.2(6) 
g - R&G A) V(z>g = 0, g E H1-8J C X. (2.15) 
Applying H,(z) - A to (2.15), we get 
H(z)g = Ag. (2.16) 
This implies that g E *#(H(z) - h), and X E ud(q). Conversely, in view of 
assumption (A.2)(ii) and Lemma A.2(1), (2.16) with g E H”J implies (2.15) 
with g E H2*s2 and hence (2.12) withfE H2sJ C H”J and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following limits exist and are equal in B(X) as well as in 
@(HOJ) for all p, u E Rf, y E (-01, a): 
Q+(peia, u2e2im) = lkzQ(peiw, u2e2in) 
= ,“T Q(peib, u2e2i*), 
+r 
(2.17) 
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Proof. It is proved in [l] that 
R,(h f i0) = hi R,(A f ic) (2.18) 
exists in SY(HS~o, H-s,2), where lim,,, R,(h & k) can be replaced by liqlo 
R,(he*-iq. 
Writing 
Ro(Xeiic) = (1 + ~z)1~2Ro(he*i~)( 1 + Y~)-‘/~, 
we obtain from (2.18) 
R,(h f i0) = l&r Ro(heiif) in Z#(HS*-l, H+r) (2.19) 
From (2.3), (2.4), (2.18) and (2.6), (2.7), (2.19), respectively, we conclude that 
Q&+, &%) = lim Q(p@, &+n) r1+9* 
= ii$ B(p&) Ro(,2p-2e2i(,-~))p-2e-2~~~*(pei~) 
= B(peiw) Ro(a2pe2 & i0) p-2e-2i”A*(peim) 
exist in .%(H”*l) as well as in g(X). 
From the analyticity of A*(a) and B(z) stated in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6)) (2.7) 
it follows that A*(peiti) is continuous in # for # E (-CC, a) with values in a(HOJ, 
HSeo) as well as in SI(X, P-l), and B(pei$) is continuous in # for # E (-01, a) 
with values in z%(HP*~, HOJ) as well as in g(H+r, X). It follows that 
QW*, u2e2im) = B(pei&) ~0(u2p-2e2i(~--B))P-2e-2i~~ *(peitb) 
G B(peiq) Ro(u2pe2 * i0) p-2e-2iqA*(peim) 
= Q&eiq, u2e2iw). 
in .%?(HoJ) as well as in .@(A?). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let z = pe‘ zq and u > 0. For q~ < 0 (F > 0) the operator 
1 + Q+(s, u2e2im) (1 + Q-(2, u2e2iQ)) is not invertible in 9(X’) as weZZ as in 
9Y(H”s1) if and only if u2e2im E B (u2ezia E@. The operator 1 + Q-(2, u2e2ip) 
(1 + Q+(z, u2ezia)) . zs znvertibZe in 9(S) as well as in .B(HOJ) for v < 0 (v > 0) 
and all p, u E Rf. FOY cp = 0 the operators 1 + Q*(p, u2) are not invertible in 
G?(X) as well as in 9Y(H”J) if and only if u2 E up+. 
Proof. We consider the case, where the operators Q(z, 1) and Q&, u2e2*w) 
are viewed as operators in g(Z). The proof in the case of B(HOJ) goes in the 
same way. We also assume v < 0; the case CJJ > 0 is similar. By Lemma 2.2, 
u2uzi~ E % if and only if - 1 is an eigenvalue of Q(pei+, u2e2i@) for all I/J such that 
--01 < # < CJJ. The operators Q(rei$, a2e2im > form for fixed u and q~ as function 
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of rei* an analytic family in {Yei* 1 r E R+, I/J E (-a, p)>. Since they are unitarily 
equivalent for fixed #, the spectrum of the operators Q(yeib, a2e2im) is constant 
for II, E (-01, y), P E R+. In the case of 9?(H”J) this also holds by Lemma 2.2. 
By (2.11) and Lemma 2.3, Q+( x, u2eziw) E q(Z). Hence, we can choose 6 > 0 
such that for $I E (--a, 9’) 
u(Q(pei+, u2e2im ))n{5Ea=~o<15+1I <S)= ia 
and 
u( Q+(z, u2e2ia ))n{5Ea=IO<15+1I<6}=~. 
Let C be the positively oriented circle with center - 1 and radius S/2. By the 
second resolvent equation 
(Q(pe”d, u2e2im) - p)-l - (Q+(z, u2e2iq) - y)-l 
= (Q(pei”, u2e2im) - p)-l[Q+(z, u2e2iw) - Q(pei&, u2e2ip)](Q+(z, u2e2im) - p)-1. 
It follows by Lemma 2.3 that 
(Q(pei*, u2e2im ) - P)-’ ~2 (Q+& u2e2im) - P)-’ 
in g(Z) uniformly for p E C. 
Integrating around C we get 
P(pei&, u2e2i”‘) = - & Jc (Q(pei+, u2e2im) - p)-r dp 
1 
-+ - z jc (Q+(x, u2e2im) - p)-l dp = P+(z, 02e2im) in B(Z). *+v- 
We have 
P(pei*, u2e2im) # 0 if and only if N(l + Q(peiG, u2e2im)) # (0) 
and 
P+(z, u2e2im) # 0 if and only if N(1 + Q+(z, u2e2im)) # 0. 
From this and Lemma 2.2 it follows that 1 + Q+(z, u2ezim) is not invertible if 
and only if u2e2ia E 9. 
Since ad”(q) is contained in the open sector bounded by i?+ and e2imR+, it 
follows by the same argument that 1 + Q-(x, u2e2iq) (1 + Q+(x, u2e2iq)) is 
invertible for all p, u E Rf if y < 0 (v > 0). 
In the case F = 0 the same proof applies, recalling that uP+ = u$(y) n R+ 
for all ‘p # 0. A proof of this in the general case where V satisfies only (A.l) is 
given in [lo, Sect. 5.3, Theorem 11. 
We define the operators &(z, 5) for 5 # e2imi?+ by 
&(G 5) = Ro(x, 0 %4. 
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The operators &(z, 5) and Q(z, 5) are connected by 
f&, t;) = (1 + 292)1/2( 1 - z-%4)-~/a&(2, <)(l - .-2d)Sj2( 1 + 2%2)-1/a (2.20) 
Corresponding to Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we have: 
LEMMA 2.5. The following limits exist and are equal in g(HpSs2) for all 
p, u E R+, cp E (-01, 01): 
(2.21) 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Lemma 2.3, using (2.1), (2.2), and 
(2.18). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let z = pe im and CJ > 0. For q < 0 (v > 0) the operator 
1 + &+(z, 02e2im) (1 + &-(z, a2e2im )) is not invertible in JB(H-“*~) if and only if 
u2e2im E 9?(a2ez2~ E 5%). The operator 1 + &-(z, u2e2im) (1 + Q+(z, u2e2iq)) is 
invertible in &9(H-s*2) for v < 0 (p’ > 0) and all p, u E R+. For v = 0 the operators 
1 + &&(p, u”) are not invertible in SI(H-S*2) if and only if u2 E up+. Moreover, 
dV(l + &(z, u2e2ip)) = B(z) Jr/-(1 + &*(z, u2e2iv)). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.4 it suffices to prove the last statement. This in 
turn follows from the identity 
Q*(z, p2ezim) = (1 + z2r2)rlz(l - z-2d)-s/2&+(z, p2e2+)( 1 -z-24)8/2( 1 + ,z2r2)-lj2, 
which is a consequence of (2.20). 
(2.22) 
COROLLARY 2.7. For 0 < / v 1 < LY. the operator H(z) = H(pei”) has no 
eigenvalues on the half-line e2imR+. 
Proof. It follows from [lo, Sect. 5.3, Theorem 1.21, whose proof utilizes 
only conditions (A.2)(i) and (ii) on V and not the symmetry, that if u2e2ia were 
an eigenvalue of H(z), then the operators 1 f f&z, u2e2im) would be noninver- 
tible. But by Lemma 2.6, 1 + &-(a, u2ezim) (1 + &+(z, u2e2im)) is invertible for 
all p, u E R-l- for 9 < 0 (9’ > 0); hence the corollary. 
We now establish the basic properties of the resolvent R(z, [) and its boundary 
values. 
It follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that (1 + Q(z, i))-l is a meromorphic 
function of 5 for 5 E C\{eziaR+} with values in Z3(H”J) as well as in g(Z). By 
Lemma 2.2 the poles in both cases are precisely the points of Us). For 5 E 
@\{ezimR+ u u&p))} the resolvent R(z, 5) can be expressed by the symmetrized 
resolvent equation 
R(x, 5) = R&, 5) - R”(% 5) A*bw + Q(% ww Rob 5). (2.23) 
580.'29/3-8 
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By (2.3) (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), (2.19), and (2.23), R(z, 5) is a meromorphic 
function of I for 5 E C\{eziwR+} with values in g(P*O, H-~32) as well as in 
g(P-l, H-“J) and p 1 o es p recisely at the points of Us). 
LEMMA 2.8. The following limits exist and are equal in LZ?~(H~~~, HW8s2) as well 
as in B(H**-I, H-“J) for all p, u E R+ , v E ( -CY, u), such that in the/case of 
R+(z, u2e2iW) for g, < 0, u2e2<m 4 92, in the case of R-(X, u2e2io) for v > 0, 
u2e2jv $ L%, and in both cases for C,J = 0, u2 $ ug+, 
R&(2, u2e2im) = R*(peim, &?i~) = ,!dl+ R(pei”, u2e2in) 
= fi? R(pei*, u2e2ia) 
++ 
= Roi(z, u2e2iv) - R,+(z, 02e2ip) A*(z)( 1 A Q*(z, u2e2i0))--1 
x B(z) R,&, u2e2im). 
The limits are uniform in u on each closed interval, which does not contain 
exceptional points. 
Proof. This follows from (2.18) (2.19) (2.23), and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.9. The following identities hold in ~%(H-s*2) for all p, u E R+, 
g, E (-01, IX), such that zn the case of R+(z, u2e2im) for v < 0, u2e2im $9?, in the case 
of R-(z, u2e2jw) for v > 0, u2e2ia $ L%?, and in both cases for o) = 0, u2 $ u,+, 
(1 - R&(X, u2e2im) V(z)){1 + R&Z, u2e2im) V(z)} 
= { 1 + R,*(x, u2e2ia) V(z)}{1 - R+(z, u2e2im) V(z)} = 1. 
Proof. This follows from (2.18) Lemma 2.8, and the second resolvent 
equation. 
Furthermore we have the following basic analyticity result. 
LEMMA 2.10. The operators f&z, 2) f orm analytic functions in S with values 
in 5??(X) as well as in %?(HoJ). The function (1 + Q+(z, z”))-l is meromorphic in S 
with the set of poles coinciding with (u B+ u %)lj2. The function (1 + Q-(,X, z2))-l 
is meromorphic in S with the set of poles coinciding with (up+ u z%?)lJ2. 
Proof. We consider the operators Q+(z, ,z2); the case of Q-(z, z”) is similar. 
We have 
Q+(z, z”) = )rr B(z) R,(x, p2e2i”) A*(z) 
= EI B(z) R,( e2i(n-m)) ,r2A*(z) = B(z) R,( 1 + i0) zp2A*(z). 
+ 
Hence, Q+(.s, ~2) is analytic in S with values in V(X) as well as in V(HOJ). 
It then follows from Lemma 2.4 with u = p, that the function (1 + Q+(x, .z”))-’ 
is meromorphic in S with the set of poles coinciding with (uD+ U 9?)1/2. 
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COROLLARY 2.11. The operators R+(z, 9’) (R&, 9)) form meromorphic 
functions in S with values in SI(HSsO, H-5.2) as well as in 9(H**-1, H+J) andpoles 
contained in (W u uD+)lj2 ((w u a,+)lj2). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.8 with p = cr and Lemma 2.10. 
In connection with the smoothness techniques utilized by Kako and Yajima 
we need the following result: 
LEMMA 2.12. The followi% limits exist in g’(Z) for p, o E R+, q~ E (-CL, OL), 
uniformly for o in any compact interval, setting x = peim, 
lim A(a) R,(z, 02e2in) A*(z), 
‘I+Rt 
;i& B(4 Ro( z, u2e2in) B*(z). 
Proof. This follows from (2.6)-(2.9) and (2.19). 
3. SCATTERING THEORY FOR THE OPERATORS H(F) 
We fix CQ E (-01, a) and consider the operators 
H(v) = e-2iaH(eim) = Ho + e+i@I/‘(ei+‘) = Ho + v(?), 
The regularity set do(~) is defined by 
A,(v) = {t E R+ j eei@t $9?} for --a:<p,<o, 
A,(q) = {t E R+ / efipt $.!8} for 0 < v < 01, 
A,(O) = {t E R+ 1 t 6 a,+}. 
We write d C d,(v) if d is a compact subset of do(y). 
The results of Kako and Yajima [7], the theory of Agmon [l] and Kuroda [lo], 
and the results of Section 2 yield: 
THEOREM 3.1. For every Bore1 set A C A,(v) there exist unique spectral 
projection opevatovs E(q, A) deJined by 




Eb, 4 E(F, A,) = -W, A, n A,), (3.2) 
E(B 4 ff(d 6 H(v) -VP> 4 (3.3) 
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Moreover, there exist local inverse wave operators Z*(F, A) defined as follows, 
using the identification L2(R*) = L2(0, ~0; ~“-1; h), 
(Z*(R 4fb) = xA&) Y(PN - v(eim> Rtt(eim, p2e2i91f 
for f E H” and by continuous extension on all of 2. 
The operators Z*(F, A) satisfy 
-UT, 4 E(T> A) = 4,(A) -Up, 0) = -Up, A), 
-&b, 4 H(v) E(v, A) = f4,Z&, A>, 
Z*(v, A) = s;fi- eitHoE&l) eCitH(m)E(q7, A). 
The local wave operators W*(v, A) are given by 
W~F, 4 &CR 4 = Eb> 4, z+(v, 4 w&, 4 = -W) 
and satisfy 
Wk(v, A) E,,(A) = E(q, A) W&, A) = W&, A), 
Wib, A) f&-&W = H(T) W4a 4, 
W+(v, A) = s,+$z eitH((P)E(v, A) e-““H~E,,(A). 
For rp = 0 the adjoint wave operators F+ are defined by 
P’+f&) = Y(PM - ~W2)lf 










The operators Fh are partial isometries with initial set S?&,(H) and final set 2, 
satisfying 
F&(A) = F*E(A\o,+) = E,(A) F* (3.13) 
for all Bore1 sets A C R+. Moreover, 
Z@, A) = -W>F+ . (3.14) 
For f E z& n H”, F+f (F-f) has a meromorphic continuation to S with poles 
at most at points of (2 U u9+)lt2 ((9 U a,+)l12), and for cp E (-a, a), d c do(v) 
cw74 4f,dP) = ei(m~z)OxAl&)(F~ f )(pe”“). (3.15) 
Proof. The results of Kako and Yajima [7] hold under the conditions 
established in Lemma 2.12, the singular points being determined by Lemmas 2.3 
and 2.4. Statements (3.1)-(3.3) are proved as [7, Lemma 2.11. 
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The operators &(q, d) are defined in [7] by 
x [l - q?J)(H(p) - (A k i~))-‘lf, g) La. (3.16) 
Forf, g E HS we obtain from (3.16) and Lemma 2.5 
(&c(% Jf, g> = 27 1 (VW + io> - &I@ - w 
A 
x [I - zyey R*(t+, W")]f, g) dh (3.17) 
Recalling (cf. [lo, Sect. 5.5(3)) the identity 
& {&,(A - i0) - &,()I - i0)) = h’“-1”2~h-1’2(y(X1’2))*Y(X1/2), (3.18) 
we can write (3.17), setting W2 = p, as 
Gxf? 4fP g> = 5,,, ~~-~(y(f)[l - Q+> Rk(eip, ~“e~~Q)lf, rb>g)h (3.19) 
which implies (3.4). 
Identities (3.5~(3.11) are proved in [7, Theorems 3.2 and 6.21. Here the 
operators W,(v, L1) are defined by 
x {R&h + k) - &,(A - k)}f, g) dh (3.20) 
and shown to satisfy (3.8). 
The properties of F* defined by (3.12) are established in [lo, Sect. 5.5, 
Theorem 61. Identity (3.14) follows from (3.4) and (3.12). 
Forfeda n HSwe have by (3.12) and (1.2), 
P*fh) = P-“‘2YuN - Yf) Rth P2)1fo * (3.21) 
By (A.2) and Corollary 2.11, F+f(F-f) has the meromorphic continuation 
(F+f)(z) ((F-f)(z)) to S with poles at most at points of (W u uP+)l/a ((B uuD+)r/2) 
given by 
(Fif)(4 = ~“‘“r(l)[l - v(z) &(z, ~“11 fi 
= e-i(m12)mp-m/2y(l) U(p)[l - V(eim) li*(eim, p2ezim)]fscrr, 
= e-icm’2)my(p)[l - V(&) R*(eim, p2e2i0)] faia . (3.22) 
From (3.4) and (3.22) we obtain (3.15), and the theorem is proved. 
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4. ANALYTICITY PROPERTIES OF THE &MATRIX 
The local scattering operators S(v, A) and their local inverses S-r(v, A) are 
defined for q~ E (- 01, CL) and A C do(~) by 
SC?3 4 = Z+(% 4 w,, 4 (4.1) 
S-VP, 4 = -UP, A) W+(% A). (4.2) 
From (3.6)-(3.10) we obtain 
THEOREM 4.1. The operators S(cp, A) and S-l(v, A) have the following . 
representations, where we ident;fr 2 with L2(0, CO; pm-l; h): 
(S(YJ, W)(P) = xn114~) ~(P~V-(P>, for a.e. p E Rf, f E ST, (4.6) 
with 
S(peiw) = S(z) = 1 - ~i+Yr(l) W)y(l)* - YU)WW+(~, ~“>J-WY*(~)I (4.7) 
and 
(S-Yv, W)(P) = x,l/z(p)(S(pei"))-lf(p), for a.e. p E R+, f~ 2, (4.8) 
with 
(S(peim))-1 = 1 + Gz-2{r(l)V(z) r(l)* - y(l) V(z) R-(x, x2) V(Z) y(l)*). (4.9) 
For v = 0 the global scattering operator S defined by 
S = F+F: 
and its inverse S-l have the representation (4.6)-(4.9) with xgl12(p) replaced by 
X27+(P)- 
The function S(z) (S-l(z)) is meromorphic in S with values in g(h) and 
‘poles contained in the set (22 u a,+)l12(@ u a,+)l12). The operators S(z) - 1 
and S-l(x) - 1 are compact operators in h, and 
S(z)” = S-l(z). (4.10) 
Proof. The representation (4.6)-(4.9) of S and S-l for ‘p = 0 is proved in 
‘[lo, Sect. 5.71. Th e same proof applies to the local scattering operators S(y, A) 
and S-l (q~, A). For the sake of completeness we sketch the proof with the 
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required minor modifications in the case of S(v, d). The case of S-l(v, d) is 
similar. By (4.1) and (3.7), 
S(% 4 = -WV Z+(% 4 W-h, 4 
and hence by (3.7) and (3.8) 
(4.11) 
sb, 4 z-b, 4 = 40(4 z+h 4 e, 4 = -a4 z+b, 4. (4.12) 
Since Z-(9, d) maps E(v, fl) # onto E&l) 2, 
(Z+(% &)bJ) - W% 4?)(P) 
= --.irip-2x&(p) r(l) U(p) 
X [l - V(t+) R+(f+, p2e2im)] e-2iolV(eim) U(p-‘) y(l)*(F-(v, d)g)(p) 
= x&J)(-fl’i) ~-2Y(l)u - v4 R+(% z”>l 44 Y(1)*@% 4?)(P). 
(4.13) 
This proves (4.6) and (4.7). It follows from Corollary 2.11, that the function 
S(z) is meromorphic in S, with values in a(h) and poles contained in (L@ w u~+)I/~ 
From assumption (A.2)(i) on V it follows that S(z) - 1 is compact, and clearly 
S(z)” = S-l(z). 
COROLLARY 4.2. If f E & , then Sf (S-y) is meromorphic in S with poles 
contained in (B u u~+)~/~ ((a u a,+)l12), and for A G do(v) 
(S(v, 4f,&) = x0&) %+)f be*% 
(WT, 4f,iJ(f) = xdlh(p) ?peiQ)f (p@). 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
We now establish the equivalence of resonances and poles of the S-matrix, 
proving more precisely the following result. Here the operator T, is essentially 
the analog in the dilation-analytic case of the operator A, introduced by Jensen 
[6] in the proof of this theorem in the distortion-analytic case. 
THEOREM 4.3. The function S(z) has its nonreal poles precisely at the points 
of 9W2, and S-l(z) precisely at the points of B-lj2. For z E .9W2 (z E &?j2) the 
operator T, defined by 
1,4 = T,f = (t-) mk2y( 1) V(x)f (4.16) 
is an isomorphism from .N(b(+, (a, z2)) to M(S-l(z)) (M(S(z)) with the 
inverse T;’ given by 
f = T,-‘$ = (1 - I?&, z”) V(z)} r(l)*+. (4.17) 
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Proof. It follows from [13, Lemma 6.21, that a point z E S\R+ is a pole of S(z) 
if and only if A’(&‘(,?)*) # (0). The proof of this utilizes only the facts established 
in Theorem 4.1, that S(z) is meromorphic in an open region symmetric with 
respect to the real axis and that S(z) is unitary for real z. To establish the 
theorem it then suffices in view of (4.10) to prove that M(S-l(z)) # (0) if and 
only if z E W1i2, and &(5’(z)) # 0 ‘f I an only if z ~9~1~. We prove the first d 
statement; the second one is analogous. 
By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to establish for z E g1j2 the isomorphism T, given 
by (4.16) with the inverse T;l given by (4.17). 
(1) Suppose that z ~2~1~ and f E X(1 + &+(z, z2)), i.e., f E HP and 
f f R,+(z, z”) Q)f = 0. (4.18) 
We prove that 
# = T,f E&S-+)) and f = T,$b. 
Using (3.18), (4.9), (4.15), (4.17), (4.18), and Lemma 2.9 we have 
S-1(x)( -(.2?/71.i)$h) 
= [I + .rrk2y(l)V(z){1 - R-(x, z”) V(z)} y(l)*] y(l) V(.z)f 
= y(l)V(z)f + z-2y(l)V(z){1 -R-(2, z”)V(z)}{R,,(l + i0) - R,,(l -iO)}V(z)f 
= y( l)v(Z)f + y(l) ~(40 - R-(x, z”) VdHR,+(z, z”) - R&G %“)I Wdf 
= y(l) Vz)f + y(l) WW - R-(~3 z”) v(dHl + R,+(z, x2) Q)>f 
- y(l) +$(l - R-(x, x2) Y(,)Hl + R,&, 2”) V(+f 
= y(l) V(z){1 - R-(x, x2) V(z)}{1 + R,+(z, z”) V(z)}f = 0. 
Furthermore, 
T,+,b = (1 - R-(z, z”) V(z)> r(l)*+ 
= -Az-~{~ - R-(x, 9) Z’(z)} r(l)* y(l) L’(z)f 
= --(I - R-(x, z”) V(z)}{R,+(x, x2) - R&z, z”)} V(x)f 
= -{l - R-(z, z”) V+ll + R,+(.T ~“1 W+f 
+ (1 - R&, z’) I’(s)}{1 + R&G s”) v(z))f = f. 
(2) On the other hand suppose that # E JV(S-~(Z)), i.e., # E h and 
# + ~iz-~y( 1) V(z){1 - R-(x, z”) V(z)} r(l)*+ = 0, (4.19) 
where # E h. 
We prove that 
f = T,‘# E 41 + 8+(~> x2)) and # = T,f. 
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Using (3.18), (4.9), (4.16), (4.19), and Lemma 2.9, we obtain by applying 
I(l)* to (4.19) 
It is clear that 
* = -.rriz-2y(l) V(Z)f = TJ 
and the theorem is proved. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA A.l. Let 9 denote the Fourier transform on the space of tempered 
distributions on Rm. Then 9 is continuous from Hsea to Hess for all s, CL E R. 
Proof. We prove this for the following values of (s, a), for which it is applied: 
(la) s = 2, CSER; (lb) SER, a = -2; 
(24 s = -2, -l<ol<l; (2b) -1 < s < 1, 01 = 2; 
(3a) s=l, olER; (3b) s E R, 8x=-l; 
(4a) s = -1, -l<or<l; (4b) -1 <s<l, 01 = 1. 
For all (s, a) 
Ilf La = lr(l + r2~12flls = ll(l + r2)S’2F[(1 + ~2)uYfl~I, 
= I/ F-r(l + r2)S/2~[(1 + Y2)ai2f]ilLe = !I(1 - n)S’2(l + r2)@/2fllr, (1) 
and similarly 
II Ff lloi.s = IlU + r2)bi2(l - 4sl”f /IL,. (2) 
Thus, .F is continuous from Hs.a to Hs,a if and only if 
(1 + r2)aj2(l - d)S/2(l + r2)-n/2(1 - 4)-S/2 E B(Z). (3) 
Taking Fourier transforms and adjoints, (3) is equivalent to 
(1 + r”)-“I”(1 - 4)-a/2(1 + ~~)s/~(l - Lil)a12 E SPY(&). (4) 
Therefore, if 9 E SY(HS*a, Ha*“) then P E 29(H-a.-“, H-S.-~), and it s&ices 
to prove the statement in cases (la)-(4a). 
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Proof of (1). A simple calculation gives 
(1 + +‘a( 1 - d)( 1 + r2)-@(l - 0)-l 
= 1 + [l + (lx - 2)%2(1 + +-a - 3((11 + 2)(1 + r2)-i](l - 0)-l 
- 2v . F( 1 + r”)-‘( 1 - Ll-1. (5) 
The first two terms are bounded, and the last term equals 
-2v . i(1 + Ya)-i(l - 0)-i 
= -2(1 + r2)-V. V(1 - fl-1 - v . (f/(1 + r2))(1 - Ll-1, (6) 
which is a sum of two bounded operators. 
Proof of (2). In this case, (3) is equivalent to, taking the adjoint, 
(1 - fl)(l + ?-a/2( 1 - O)--1(1 + ?)a/2 E L+P). 
We have 
(7) 
(1 - d)( 1 + I”)-“‘“(1 - O)-i( 1 + ra)“ja 
= 1 + a(1 + ++-lr * V(1 - 0))i(1 + ra>,/2 
- [a(01 + 2)( 1 + Y2)--2Y2 - mcd( 1 + ra)-+i]( 1 - O)-i( 1 + ,a)+. (8) 
The last term is trivially bounded for -1 < (Y < 0, and it is bounded in norm 
by /I(1 + r2)-l(1 - 0))i(1 + r”)II for 0 < 01 < 1. 
The adjoint of the Fourier transform of (1 + y2)-l(l - O)-l(l + r2) is the 
operator (1 - d)( 1 + ra))i( 1 - 0)-l, which is bounded by (1) with 01 = 2. 
Proof of (3). By (l), 9 E SY(H2*=, Hars2), and by definition F E ~(H”~a, Heso). 
In the usual notation of interpolation theory (cf. [ 121) 
HaJ = [f+2, H=*O]l,2 (9) 
with the interpolation operator (1 + r2)li2. 
Equation (3) then follows by the interpolation theorem once it is proved that also 
H1*= = [H2-, H”+a]l,2 . (10) 
The interpolation operator is here the self-adjoint operator fl, = 1 - d in 
H”sa with domain 
9(AJ = {f e HO-a I df E H”$ 
Clearly, H2sa Z LS(A,). Conversely, one utilizes the boundedness of the 
operator (1 + rz)a/a-1~ . V(l - 0))l(l + ra)-=i2 proved in (2) to show that if 
f E S@lJ then d[( 1 + r2)*/2f] EL, and hence f E H2va. In the same way it is 
shown that L@li/s) = Hisa, and (3) is proved. 
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Proof of (4). A duality argument shows that the operator rl”, = 1 - d is 
self-adjoint in H-2*a with a(&) = Ho*=, and 9((1”,1’2) = H-l+. It follows that 
Clearly 
H-‘*a = [H-2.=, HOsQ2 . (11) 
H-1 z [H-2, Ha.0]l,2 , w 
and since FE %(H-2*a, Ha*p2) by (2) and 9 E g(HO+, Hmso) by definition, 
(4) follows by interpolation. 
LEMMA A.2. Let s > &. The operator (1 - A)-s/2 is boundedfrom (1) H”s2 -+ 
Hs.2, (2) H-5.2 + HOs2, (3) HO,-1 -+ Has-l, (4) H-s.1 = HOsl, and (5) Hs-1 ---f 
H2sJ. The operator (1 - A)s/2 is bounded from (6) HIJ + Hl-$J. 
Proof. (I), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) follow from Lemma Al, (la), (2b), (3a), 
(4a), (4b), and (3a), (4b) respectively, since 
(1 - 4)-5/z = F-1(1 + r2)-sPF. 
Remark. Since F is bounded from Hssa to Hssa for all s, a: E R, a similar 
general statement holds here, we have only emphasized the cases required for 
our purpose. 
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